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Primary supervisor: Professor Pauline Slade (p.slade@sheffield.ac.uk)

It is now recognized that up to 30 % of women experience childbirth as traumatic and up to 5% of women may experience 
significant symptoms of post traumatic stress in relation to this event. The studentship will focus in this area with particular 
consideration on further development of models of predictive and protective factors or methods of identification and testing 
of brief interventions.
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Start date: 1 October 2010

Informal enquiries should be addressed to: Professor Pauline Slade (p.slade@sheffield.ac.uk)

Candidates are encouraged to contact the named supervisor directly prior to any application and should specify the project 
area of interest in their application.

Students with a high 2(1) or first class undergraduate degree in Psychology (essential) and an MSc which incorporates 
experience of research methods in Psychology (desirable) are invited to apply for this scholarship, which is offered for a 
three year period and is to be held within the Department of Psychology.

Eligibility requirements
The studentship will require excellent verbal and written communication skills (IELTS 7.5 where English is not the first 
language) and the capacity to travel as recruitment could be based in Sheffield or York/Harrogate.

Amount awarded
The scholarship provides fees at the standard UK/EU rate (£3460 per annum) and a maintenance allowance at the 
Research Council rate (£13,590 per annum), plus support for Research Training.

How to apply
To make an application please contact:

Mrs Josie Cassidy
Postgraduate Secretary
Department of Psychology
Western Bank
Sheffield
S10 2TP
Email: j.cassidy@sheffield.ac.uk
Tel: 0114 2226515, Fax: 0114 2766515
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Closing date for applications is 19 July 2010

For more information please visit our website: http://scholarshipsbank.com/fully-funded-phd-scholarship-in-psychology-
university-of-sheffield-uk/
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